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Reading Reading Reading !!!!!!



Vocabulary, Vocabulary, Vocabulary!!!!!!

“Vocabulary at the age of five is a
powerful indicator of how many GCSEs
children will get at 16. Children who
had good vocabularies at age six have
been found at age 14 to be on average
five years ahead in their reading
comprehension, compared to those
who had poor early vocabularies”



The purpose of Primary English
The intention of the English Curriculum is to ensure pupils:

 Develop reading and writing skills towards age-related 

expectations

 Develop a love of reading

 Develop a wide range of vocabulary

 Develop accuracy and application in phonics, spelling, 

punctuation and grammar

 Explore a range of books

 To talk about a fiction and non-fiction book.



Primary National Curriculum 2014

Skilled word reading involves both the speedy working

out of the pronunciation of unfamiliar printed words

(decoding) and the speedy recognition of familiar

printed words. Underpinning both is the understanding

that the letters on the page represent the sounds in

spoken words. This is why phonics should be emphasised

in th early teaching of reading to beginners when they

start school.



Year 1
Word Reading Comprehension

Apply phonics to read words Develop pleasure in reading, motivation to read, 

vocabulary and understanding
Say the phoneme to match the grapheme

Blend sounds together Understand both the books they can already 

read accurately and fluently and those they 

listen toRead common exception words

Read words with –s,   -es,   -ing,   -ed,   -er   and 

–est endings

Participate in discussion about what is read to 

them, taking turns and listening to what others 

sayRead words with more than one syllable

Read words with contractions I’m,   I’ll,   We’ll Explain clearly their understanding of what is read 

to them.
Read aloud books accurately that match their 

phonics ablilty

Re-read books to develop fluency and 

confidence



Year 1



Year 2
Word Reading Comprehension

Continue to apply phonics to read word until 

reading is fluent

Develop pleasure in reading, motivation to read, 

vocabulary and understanding

Say the phoneme to match the grapheme, 

especially recognising alternative sounds

Read accurately words of two or more syllables Understand both the books they can already 

read accurately and fluently and those they 

listen toRead words containing common suffixes -

Read common exception words, noting 

correspondence between spelling and sound

Participate in discussion about books, poems and 

other works that are read to them, taking turns 

and listening to what others sayRead most words quickly and accurately

Read aloud books accurately that match their 

phonics ability

Explain and discuss their understanding of books, 

poems and other material, both those that they 

listen to and those that they read for themselves.Re-read books to develop fluency and 

confidence



Year 2



Reading Books
Pink 

Red

Yellow

Blue

Green

Orange

Turquoise

Purple

Gold

White

Lime



Phonics

Boxer ran into the park. 

In the park was a deep pool.

Key WordKey Word

Key Words
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Comprehension – understanding the text

Knowledge of words

Key parts of the story

Sequence of the events

Inferences

Predictions





Instant recall - when information is stated 

Inference – when information is implied and not stated

The twenty five year old man hurried down the street in 
the freezing rain with his hands jammed tightly in his 
pockets. His foot slipped on the icy pavement. One of his 
jacket pockets bulged more than the other. He was feeling 
worried; he was rushing home to his daughter’s birthday 
party.



Year 1 Phonics Screening
Statutory for all Year 1 children

Held in June

A short, simple assessment to check that children 

have learned phonic decoding to an appropriate 

standard

Contains real and ‘not real’ words

More information closer to the time

Retested in Year 2 if not met threshold in Year 1



Year 2 SATS
Statutory for all Year 2 children

Held in May

An assessment in Reading, Writing, Maths and GPaS to 

check that children have learned to an appropriate 

standard

More information closer to the time


